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"They dragged a tender lamb into the circle, and all stood. one other this type of humans held a
knife to the lamb's neck, just like the knife at my throat. Too overdue I realized, i used to be the
lamb, and because the knife throughout from me sliced upward into the frozen air, gripped
Lica's Angel in an ice-white hand, the midnight-black hand at my neck thundered down,
ripping..." Cristina Mackenzie's having nightmares. whereas traveling steamy New Orleans, the
teen and her top friend, Lica, locate themselves stuck up in a whirlwind of black magic, voodoo,
and mystery, and while a boy from her anxious imaginative and prescient seems to be
underneath her New Orleans lodge room window, the road among goals and truth starts to blur.
A dire voodoo caution units the women on a direction that results in solutions approximately
Lica's mysterious past, and leads Cristina to a romance she may perhaps by no means have
imagined. Ultimately, the ladies locate themselves on the heart of a conflict among the Croix de
Roi and the Battalion de Saint-Roche, mystery psychic societies combating for keep watch over
of the city. "Lica's Angel" takes the buddies throughout the streets, bayous, and cemeteries of
Louisiana, leaving them with Lica's Angel a haunting secret.
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